Mahalaxmi & Balaji Darshan - 1N/2D
Visit: Pune | Kolhapur1N|
Sightseeing: Pune: Visit Prati Balaji temple in Narayangaon| Kolhapur: Mahalaxmi Darshan

Itinerary:
Day 1: Arrive Pune: Visit Prati Balaji – Kolhapur
You will be picked up from your location in Mumbai (within city
limits) and transferred to Narayangaon 40 Kms off Pune to visit Prati
Balaji temple. The temple is a wonderful replica of famous Tirupathi
Vekateshwara temple of Andhra Pradesh. After Darshan proceed on
your onward journey to Kolhapur and check in to your hotel.
Overnight at hotel in Kolhapur
Day 2: Kolhapur: Mahalaxmi Temple – Back Home
Today after very early breakfast proceed to the temple of Goddess
Mahalaxmi for your Darshan. Kolhapur which is famous for this
temple is known as "Dakshin Kashi" for its high religious and
spiritual importance. Goddess Mahalaxmi also revered as Ambabai
and the guardian deity of Kolhapur. Post lunch (on your own) you
will be transferred back to Mumbai, in your private vehicle (B)
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Package Includes



Accommodation for 1 night, Breakfast in all places,
Transfers and sightseeing by AC Vehicle Fuel, parking, toll taxes, Interstate taxes, permit,
driver allowance, & night halt charges.

Package Excludes




Rail fare, air fare, portage, guides, entrance fees to places of visit,
Expenses of personal nature,
Any other services note mentioned above.

ACCOMODATION AT BELOW MENTIONED HOTEL OR SIMILAR
Location/Category
PREMIUM
DELUXE
Kolhapur
Victor Palace/Shalini
Rayson
Palace

STANDARD
Hotel Pearl

PRICE PER PERSON IN INR -EXCL GST @ 9.00%
ROOMING BASIS /CATEGORY
PREMIUM
DELUXE
STANDARD
ADL IN TWIN
13800
12075
7500
TH
PACKAGE PRICE:VALIDITY UPTO 30 SEP’17 BEARING PEAK AND BLOCK OUT PERIODS
IMPORTANT NOTES:
 Package price refers to services mentioned under the package inclusions section in the
proposal
 We urge you to use our services for Flight tickets / Rail tickets.
 Booking Conditions, Amendment and Cancellation charges are applicable as mentioned
on the website under terms and conditions and on the booking form of WORLDTRAVEL
STUDIO HNV PVT LTD.
 Package price will be subject to revision if the travel date falls during high season or
during non-published conferences/special event dates.
 If any of the mentioned hotels/services are not available, alternate hotels/services may
be offered with or without a difference in cost.
 Request for early hotel check in or late checkout due to flight/rail timings, will be subject
to the discretion of the hotel at extra charges.
 All payment to be made by Cheque/Demand Draft/Direct bank transfer in favour of
WorldTravel Studio HNV Pvt.Ltd.

India Travel Studio is a Brand of World Travel Studio.

5 MONEY SAVING TIPS:






As you are aware, airlines offer dynamic fares, it is advantageous to book flight tickets as
early as possible.
Also, booking the flight early helps you get the desired flight schedules.
Likelihood of getting the desired hotel and room category is higher if you book early,
thereby saving money.
We highly recommend toopt for accommodation suggested by us as per the price points.
Precise information with regard to date of travel, duration, number of tour participants,
accommodation category and sightseeing helps to get appropriate quotation in quickest
time
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